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NEAR HARIBHAU UPADHYAY NAGAR, AJMER

Beautiful Living

Perfect Living

where dreams fly,

desires chirp,

moments tweak,

happiness blooms,
feelings mesmerize,

smiles pout,

warmth deepens,

ecstasy glitters

where

life
grows
Exclusive Living

Beautiful Life.
Beautiful Living.
Canvassed out as the best imagination of a visionary's delight,
it's a place that takes you far away into a world of calm, comfort and all
that you would ever need. Sankalp's florence enroots its utter essence from
the brilliantly architectured flair of craftsmanship and a grand instinct to
build up a magnificence.

It's indeed a place where life grows
in every aspect of the worldly wonders.
Tower
Property surrounded by roads on all sides
Grand Entry Gate
Elegant and spacious entrance lobby
1 Stretcher and 2 passenger lift with power backup
CCTV surveillance for lobby, stilt and basement
Common toilets for servants and drivers
Letter Boxes
Fire Fighting System
Shopping Plaza
Earthquake Resistence Structure

Located near Haribhau Upadhyay Nagar, an epicentric
delight of the grand city- Ajmer, Sankalp's Florence rises high
beyond the skylines. Surrounded by the Aravallis on one side and
the pilgrimage shrine of Sufi Saint Khwaja Moinuddin Chishti on
the other, Ajmer is also the base for visiting Pushkar (11 km),
an ancient Hindu pilgrimage city and a hub for the grand Pushkar
Mela. Overlooking the beautiful arena of this perfect place, these
neatly castled 2/3/4 BHK are soon to become an unparalleled
landmark throughout the vicinity.

It's indeed a place
where life gets the best,
to bloom out fabulously.

the pleasant shimmer of a

luxurious charm.

Perfect Life.
Perfect Living.
Back from the worldly bounds of a chaotic life, it always soothes to
rest down in the lap of an absolute luxury oasis. With an unparalleled
aura of a gentle comfort, the place perfectly grooves in to the hints
of a splendid ambience.

Your home is much more, than
just a life between any four walls.
Drawing/ Dining
Drawing/ Dining
Vitrified/ Porcelano Flooring
Finishing of walls with smooth POP base
Wooden/ UPVC/ Aluminum/ Crafted Stone windows

Electrical
TV and Telephone point in living and bedrooms
Modular/ Semi- Modular switches
A. C./ Cooler point in all bedrooms
Children friendly electrical connections

Ambience
Naturally lighted and ventilated rooms
Breathtaking view of landscape area from all units
Landscaped terrace in penthouses

Bedrooms
Vitrified/ Laminated Wooden Flooring
Finishes of wall with smooth POP base
Wooden/ UPVC/ Aluminum/ Carved Stone windows

Kitchen
Granite platform with stainless steel sink
2’ Glazed tile dado above platform
Optional Modular Kitchen
Exhaust Fan, Geyser and water purifier point
Bathroom
Bath fittings of premium brand
7’ height designer dado tile in all bathrooms with anti-skid flooring
Premium CP fitting of standard brand

it's a peaceful groove

amidst the heights.

Exclusive Life.
Exclusive Living.
When need happens to be a stilled calm, the exclusive clubhouse
always fits as a dwelling answer that perfectly ends up your search. With
high end amenities like- spa, swimming pool, meditation center, theater,
fitness center, indoor games, parks etc.; life at Sankalp’s Florence
becomes the much sought realization of a fabulous imagination.

It really stands out to be an alluring plunge
that revives you to the core, each time.

reviving splash into the

evening calms.

Indoor Games

Business Centre

Video Game Room

Gymnasium

Jogging Track

Meditation Centre

Kid’s Play Area
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Spearheading the real estate sector of Rajasthan, this group stands
firm upon the worth architectured by them since inception. Crafting
magnificence with deep rooted flavor of luxury and comfort has always
been the virtue that led them way ahead in the industry. Governed by a
drive to build for the growth of the society, the group always
believes in building communities.
Working distinctly with a fast paced sense
of pragmatism, the group is sure to reach the untouched miles very soon.

Creche

Steam

Multi- Purpose Hall

Restaurant

A renowned name based out of Ajmer, Skyline Buildwell Pvt. Ltd. has
indeed redefined the city skylines and has remarkably positioned the
real estate horizons. With steady future visions, the group aims to
reframe the cultures and work towards providing a contemporary
definition to their artistries.
The excellence of their honed skills has brought them perfectly onto
the growth platforms and their dedicated efforts are sure to work out
some real estate wonders in the near future.

